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1959-61

. BELAIR, B&W's entry in the light menthol field, went into test marketing
in Texas in the summer .of 1959 . A king size cigarette with white tipping,
it had a recessed filter . Results were encouraging and BELAIR went
national in May, 1960 . Copy featured "Breathe easy . . . smoke clean with
new BPILAIR". '

An expenditure of over $5, 000, 000 in 1960 did not bring the sales up to a - satisfactory level since they leveled around 60 million pBr month
.

A new copy approach "Smoke twice as refreshed because the filter's recessed"
using a reflection device in print and television had no appreciable effect on
sales in 1961 . After spending over $4, 000, 000 on this and a new jingle
treatment, all advertising was discontinued in'October, 1961 . Sales were
still static near the 60 million per month level. ' .

1962-65

In January, 1962, after disappointing sales, the recessed filter was changed
to a flush filter . In March, the decision was made to place the RALEIGH

coupon on BELAIR . When this was done, sales rose dramatically and at onco .
RALEIGH sales had been steadily improving and BELAIR advertising in 1962
was coupled with RALEIGH's advertising effort which at that time was

. . quite considerable. In 1962 the RALEIGH advertising expenditure amounted to
$3, 948, 066 and BELAIR $2, 361, 410 . The same year BELAIR sales amounted
to 2 .3 billion . BELAIR sampling campaigns were conducted in Toledo, Ohio,
in 1962 and Colorado and Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1963 . These did not pay out,
in fact, but because of the size of Lhe campaigns, brand awareness in these
three marke[s greatly improved . .

BELAIR's advertising copy when the coupon was placed on this brand read, ~
"And NOW . . . You can get famous RALEIGH Coupons on a light menthol 0

. .cigarettc . . . BELAIR," and this copy was followed .by the BELAIR jingle. ~
tJ

' We advertised BELAIR in 1962 by mcuns of network and spot TV. In the CJ

smnmer of 1963 we began to schedule 90-second combination RALEIGII( ~j
BELAIR commercials on all network television . In January, 1964, we (J
aired our first 60-sccond RALEIGH/BELAIR combination commercial and
by the fall of the same year, all TV commercials were of 60-second duration .
We had arrived at this compromise after testing showed that both brands scored
well when RALEIGH was allowed the major part of the commercial length and
BELAIR a minor part with the coupon as a connecting bridge between the two
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brands . Also, the economics of having the 60-second rather than 90-second
commercials allowed greater exposure for both brands on television . RALEIGII .

- commercials featured disappearing premiums and later, frozen premir,ms,
and these were used until the summer of 1963 . From that time, the commercial
format was changed to talk quality first (taste){ollowed by the additional benefit

. of the RALEIGH'coupon . Main copy themes were "Real tobacco taste" and "I
like the taste" for RALEIGH, and "The light touch, just the right

touch of menthol" forBELAIR. In 1963 BELAIR sales were the fastest growing of any
brand in the country and amounted to almost 5,billion . We spent $3, 709, 016
in 1963 advertising BELAIR . Following the Surgeon General's report in January,
1964, all brand sales slowed down, but BELAIR's growth continued, albeit at a
slower rate, and in 1964, 6, 149 million BELAIRs were sold . The brand was
the 4th largest menthol cigarette in the country after Salem, KOOL, and Newport,
and rapidly approaching the Newport volume . .

In 1964, 3 .5 million dollars was spent advertising BELAIR . In both 1963 and
. 1964, all BELAIR advertising was devoted to television plus a small military
print advertising effort . The premium catalog during the years 1963-64

- was callerl the RALEIGH/BELAIR Premium Catalog. Towards the end of
1963 and in early 1964, it was noticeable that BELAIR smokers were beginning
to redeem coupons in ever increasing numbers . No doubt it was BELAIR's
dramatic growth from 1962 that inspired Philip Morris to introduce its own
coupon program which was first used in connection with Alpine in January,
1964 .

Very few changes were made either for the BELAllt pack or advertising copy
as a result of the CigaretteAdvertising Code, and the television advertising
format continued into 1965 .

1966

In 1966 BELAIR sales increased 13 .8% to 8 . 759 billion cigarettes . This put
the brand in a strong third position in the menthoi segment behind Salem and
KOOL . Share of tot.al market increased from 1 . 5% to 1 . 7% .

BELAIR copy remains unchangedandisstill exposed in combination with
. RALEIGH . As with RALEIGII, a print campaign was initiated in 1966 using
a facing half-pages format illustrating male and female modcls in generally
up-scale situations . Like television, the print expression stressed product
quality, treating the coupon as an added, and, at times, incidental value .
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BELAIR sales were up slightly in 1967 nearing 8 .8 billion units . Total market
share remained 1 .7% although segment share (menthol) slipped to 8 .4% .

RALEIGII/BELAIR advertising expenditures were .$10 . 9 million as BELAIR
-~ CPM dropped to $ .59 . . . .

' As with RALEIGH, over 90% of BELAIR's budget was allocated to television .
Commercials were generally formatted as a 17-second segment of a 60-secand
total which included RALF.I611 and a coupon transition . For spot television,
20's and 30's were used . In these, only a brief mention of RALEIGH was made
in the closing . Format generally included people in action (skiing, sightseeing, ,
playing gnmes, ete . ) with the basic message, "Taste thc light touch, ,just the
right touch of menthol with a white filter, " delivered by singers . Advertise-
menis, although not featuring premiums in use, did give mention to the coupons .

In print, BELAIR cootinucd to share a twin bed format through 1967, treated
separately from RALEIGII although linked as a coupon brand . Like television,
print copy featured, "the right touch of menthol" theme

. Salce continued a gradual upward trend in 1968, as BELAIIt ended the year with
8 .0 billion units . Market sharo was unchangcd at 1 .9% .

The RALEIGH/BELAIR 1968 advertising budgct was cut by more than $1 .0
million . Over 98% of the $9 . 9 million expenditurevras allocated to-nctwork and
spot television . BELAIR's CPM dropped again to .$ .45

. BELAIR's television theme was basically unchanged through 1968 although
execution involved graphics on occasion as well as "slice-of-life" situations .
Delivery continued to be through singers in graphic commercials, but was
through-male-female actor dialogue in "slice-of-life" commereials . Near
the third quarter of 1968, commercials featured, "BET .AIR tastes light .
'cause the menthol's right, " delivered by singers and announcer given, "You

:get a special kind of lightness when you smoke BELAIR . Special because the
mcnthol's righi .

Commercials for BELAIR Filter Longs were in produntioo featuring, "lighter, ~longer menthol, " although the prouuct
itself was available only in limited test t.~

markets. - . 1:0

m
Research completed in 1068 indicated that F3Ei .AIR advertising, particularly (Jd
print, was continuously experiencing executional problems involving coupon
brand smoker image . Due to these problems BELAIR print advertising in 1968
was cut to minimum . .
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In 1969, BELAIR Long's first year of national distribution, salos were .7
billion units, which helped cover a drop of . 6 billion by 14ELAIR King Size .
Total BELAIR sales nudged upward to 9 billion units, although total market
share remained . 1 . 7 ;i . .

With the introduction of RALEIGH Filter Longs and BELAIR Longs, RALEIGH/
BELAIR advertising expenditures were boosted by $1 .2 million bringing the

. 1969 budget to $11 . 1 million . For all practical purposes, all of this was al-
located for network and spot television .

BELAIR Kings' television execution followed 1967's campaign, using more
graphics and the "menthol's right" theme . Commercials continued to be run
with RALEIGH. As with King Size, Filter Long featured emphasis on the

"menthol's right" idea and continued its introductory theme of "a ligbter, longerntenthol
. " Messages were again delivered by a,jingle technique .

Totall sales remainzd level at 8 . 96 billion units in 1970. Althnugh BELAIR
King sales dropped to 7.2 billion, BELAIR Longs jumped to 1 .7 billion. Total
market share was steady at 1 .7, even though the mentholated filter segment
share was down slightly at 7 .4,

-RALEIGH/BELAIR advertising expenditures were again up $1 .2 million in
1970 . Nearly two-thirds of the $12 . 3 million total continued to be invested
in television advertising . Yet BELATR was beginning a transition to print .

The 1970 television and print execution featured real life situations and actor
spoken messages . Copy led with "Sturt fresh with BELAIR . The menthol

. taste for today" and concluded with "Gentle on menthol for a soft, fresh tastc . "
- RAT.EIGIi and BELAIR continued to be paired in commercials and shared print
advertising in the twin bed format . .

. Overall sales began to move upward again in 1971, climbing to 9 .26 billion
units .BELAIR Longs rose to 2 . 16 billion, but BELAIR King Size was down
slightly to 7 . 1 billion . Market share continued to drop for BELAIR King Size

;.(1 .3) and gain for BELAIR Long (0 .4) as total share for the fifth year remained
1 .7 .

In 1971, for the first time in 6 years, BEL .AIR had an advertising budget inde-
pendent of RALEIGH's . Expenditures ran slightly over .$4 .4 million with
magavines getting the major portion ($2 .43 million) . BELAIR's total CPM ~
was $.47. ~ C

~
BELAIR's "Start Fresh° campaign remained unchanged, using "Big Sur" ~
settings in the ads . In twin bed formats vertical half-pages testcd better ~
than horizontal half-pages. , ~

tn
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A dual campaign with RALEIGH was initiated as support for BELAIR's
1971 campaign featuring "Kaleidoscopc°, a colorfully cartooned col-
-lection of trivia (resembling the Ripley's "Relieve it or not" format)
containing RALEIGH and BELAIR copy and illustrations near the bottom
of each ad . Thc execution was used in national and local supplements,

M

T(_

and TV Guide .

1972

BELAIR sales continued upward in 1972 totaling 9 .3 billion units . The
. trend of king size sales dropping while extra-length sales growt

.h continued also in 1972 as 85mm BELAIR sales slipped to 6.8 billion and 99mm sales
. jumped to 2 .5 billion. BIDLAIR'stotal share of the market remained 1 .7%

as the king size share dropped to 1 . 2% and long's share jumped to . 5% . The
brand's share of the mentholated filter segment was down slightly at 7 . 0% .

Magazines continued to be BSLAIA's base medium, receiving over $2 .3 million
. of the brand's $4 .2 million budget for 1972 . Additional support was provided
- through supplements ($1 . 2 million) as well as outdoor advertising and news-

papers . CPM for BELAIR in 1972 was $ . 45 .

Although HELAIR's advertising message went unchanged in 1972, some
alterations were made in format and execution . The twin-bed format was
dropped as the brand went entirely to full-page, full-color magazine ads

. , The brand's premium emphasis format was refinerl through spotlighting specific
catalog gifts in RF.LAIR's main illustration by boxing them off in a lower corner
of the ad . .

A campaign directed at maless was begun in 1972 featuring males camping or
hiking, etc . idone of BELAIR's traditional coastat settings . Appropriate
catalog gifts, such as hiking boots or bockpacks were also featured .

Kaleidoscope ads continued to run in supplements and TV GiIIRE throughout the
year .
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1973

Belair total sales grew 2 . 3% in 1973 to 9 .61 billion units. Kingsize sales
declined .4% to 6 .81 billion units while Belair Longs grew 9 .8% to 2 . 8
billion units . Belair's total SOM decreased 1 . 7% to 1 . 67% . Kingsize and
Long SOM remained 1 . 2% and . 5% respectively . In the full taste menthol
market segment Belair's SOVl declined from 7 .5% in 1972 to 7 .1%in 1973,
sales volume in that category grew 8 . 7% .

Belair's advertising format underwent another change . Although the headline
remained, "Start fresh with Belair" it was placed below the photograph .
The pack and coupon illustrations were removed from the photograph as was
the mortice of the premium offer. All were placed in a platform below the
headline . The premium was boxed in to emphasize the added value of saving
Belair coupons .

Belair and Raleigh discontinued shared advertising after 1972 with the
exception of the Kaleidoscope ad run in supplements and T . V . Guide .

Advertising expenditures decreased 31 .5% in 1973 to a total of $3 .9 million.
CPM dropped 9% to $ .41 . Total SOV dropped 50% to 1 . 7% .

1974

In 1974 total Belair sales declined 1 .6°fo to 9 .45 billion units . Kingsize sales
fell 4.4%a to 6 . 51 billion units and although Long sales rose 5% to 2 .94 billion
units they did not arrest the decline . Belair's total SOM decreased 3 .6% to
1 . 6%. SOM in the fuIl taste menthol market segment dropped 7% to 6 . 8%,
sales volume in that segment increased 7% to 143 .5 billion units .

Belair advertising expenditures increased 38% in 1974 to a total of $5 .4
million. CPM rose 39%to $ . 57. SOV grew 5 .9%to 1 .8% . Advertising
campaigns remained the same .

P
1975 ~~

L7
In 1975 the advertising format reverted to that utilized in 1972 . Premiums W
and packs were morticed in lower corners of the ad . The headline, "Start ~
fresh with Belair " returned to its former position above the models . ~j

Q7
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The tag line changed from, "Just the right touch of menthol",to a longer
version, "The light touch - just the right touch of inenthol . "

Belair freatured a Mr . Coffee for $23 .99 in a self-liquidator campaign .
As an additional promotional event free pack coupons were distributed via
magazines .

C

C

Advertising expenditures decreased 5 .5% in 1975 to $5. 1 million.
CPM dropped 3 . 5% to $ . 55 . Belair's SOV declined 16 . 7% to 1 . 5% .

Total Belair sales continued to decline . Although Longs grew 3% to 3 .03
billion units, Kings dropped almost 4% to 6 . 27 billion units bringing total
sales down 1 . 6% to 9 . 3 billion units . SOM decreased 3 . 1% in 1975 to 1, 55% .

1976

In 1976 the menthol hi-fi (6 - 15 mg . tar) market segment exploded, sales
grew 67 .3% while advertising expenditures increased 173%. The menthol
full taste market segment declined (2%) for the first time in 20 years,
advertising expenditures in that segment also dropped, 23% . As an example
of the rapid growth in the hi-fi menthol market segment, Salem Lights
introduced in November, 1975 achieved a market share of 1 . 2% with sales
totaling 7, 2 billion units in 1976 . Launched with a light menthol claim
similar to Belair's, Salem Lights was supported by $8 . 7 million in advertis-
ing expenditures .

Belair's advertising format underwent a major modification in 1976 . In a
campaign named "Treats" strategy became product oriented communicating
light menthol in a hi-fi strategy . The ads depicted only one model who posed
in a reflective, introspective mood on the beach . Colors were muted, in
soft pastels rather than the previous bright shades . "Treat yourself to light
menthol Belair .", headlined the new executions, "Now's the time for the light
menthol cigarette . ", followed as a tag line .

Advertising expenditures remained $5 .1 million . CPM rose 5% to $ . 58 .
Belair's total SOV was 1 . 2%. In the menthol hi-fi market segment Belair's
SOV was 8 .8% compared to Salem Lights 15 .1% .

Belair sales totaled 8 . 83 billion units in 1976 . Kings declined 7% to 5 .83
billion units, Longs declined . 1% (the first decrease since introduction) to
3 . 0 billion units . Total Belair sales dropped 5%. SOM also dropped 5% to
1 .47%. Belair's SOM in the menthol market segment was 5 .0% and Salem
Lights 4 . 3% .
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1977

In the first quarter of 1977 a Raleigh double coupon program was
_ implemented. BeLair also followed the double coupon program .

Sales losses dropped from a 5% decrease in 1976 to a 1 . 6% decrease
in 1977. Belair sales totaled 8 . 69 billion units . Kings declined 5 . 3%
to 5 . 52 billion units compared to a 7% decrease the previous year .
Longs rose 5. 6% to 3 . 17 billion units in 1977 compared to a 1% decrease
in 1976. Belair's SOM dropped 2%to 1 .44% .

In October, 1977 Belair's Kingsize tar level was reduced to 13 mg . from
15 mg. tar and Belair Longs tar delivery was reduced from 18 mg . to
14 mg . tar. The change was not announced .

The "Treat" campaign continued . Tag lines invited smokers to, "Treat
• yourself to gifts twice as fast with new Belair double coupons" . Some ads

included a catalog sendoff .

Belair's advertising expenditures rose 66 . 6% to $8 . 5 million . CPM
increased 69% to $ . 98 . Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi segment was
9 . 3% and Salem Lights SOV in that segment was 16 .4 7~ .

Salem Lights' total SOM rose 91% to 2 . 3% compared to Belair's 1 . 44% SOM .
The menthol hi-fi market segment grew 42% in sales, 58% in advertising
expenditures in 1977 . Menthol full taste sales declined 6 . 9% and advertising
expenditures dropped 22 . 6% .

1978

Belair's advertising campaign underwent a contemporization process in
. 1978 . In a product benefit oriented campaign fresh taste benefit was supported
by couples interacting in a water environment . It was an evolutionary step
away from a passive, inactive look ("Treats") to a more active spontaneous
fun look . Couples played in the sea under a headline of . . . "Belair. . . all the
way to fresh!" Packs were included in the executions . The colors blue and ~
white were emphasized . `F

Advertising expenditures increased 7% to $9 .1 million . CPM rose 11% to ~
$1 .09. Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment was 8 . 3%, total
SOV was 1 .8%, an increase of 5.9%o from 1977 . Salem Lights' SOV in the

W

Xmenthol hi-fi market segment grew 14. 6% to 18 .81, total SOV was 4 . 2% . ~f
The menthol hi-fi market segment grew 20% in advertising expenditures and
50 .8% in sales .

0
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Belair total sales declined 4 .2% in 1978 to 8 .3 billion units. Kings
dropped 6. 3% to 5. 17 billion units and Longs dropped . 6% to 3 . 15 billion
units . Total Belair SOM dropped 4. 8% to 1 . 37%, SOM in the menthol
hi-fi market segment dropped 55% to 15 .4%. Salem. Lights' SOM rose
35% to 3 . 1%, SOM in the menthol hi-fi market segment fell 37 . 6% to 34 . 3% .

C

1979

In 1979 Belair'star delivery was reduced from 13 to 9 mg . tar as part of
a contemporization strategy. This gave Belair an advantage in the low
tar category since Salem Lights' tar delivery was 10 mg., Benson & Hedges
Lights' 11 mg . and Newport Lights' 10 mg. However, Merit Menthols were
lower at 8 mg . tar .

Minor pack alterations took place in 1979 . The~ pack closure changed from
a B & WW seal and tobacco leaves to a blue and white Belair design . The word
Long's on the extra length style was changed to 100's on the bottom of the
front side of the pack, and "9 mg . tar" was added to the back . Coupon color
was also changed from brown on both sides to light blue on one side and
brown on the other .

Advertising executions continued the contemporization process toward a
symbolic integration of product benefit/user image . Couples remained in
the water emphasizing Belair as a"refreshing experience". Copy was
shortened to, "Belair fresh° . Executions developed for the lowered tar
version introduced, "New Belair . . . all the way to fresh! Now 30% less tar ."
Another execution invited smokers to, "Taste why Belair is America's #1
menthol under 10 mg . 'tar' ."

Advertising expenditures totaled $10 .6 million, an increase of 16 . 5% .
OPM grew 29% to $1 .41 . Belair's SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment
dropped 19 .3% to 6. 7°0 . Total SOV declined 5 .6$'o to 1 .7% . Salem Lights'
SOV in the menthol hi-fi market segment dropped 1 .6% to 18 . 5%, total SOv
in 1979 was 4 .6% .

Salem Lights sales totaled 22 .2 billion units, 41% of total Salem sales .
Belair sales totaled 7 .52 billion units, a decrease of 9 .6% . Kings and 100's ~
continued to decline 12 . 9% to 4 . 5 billion units and 4 . 1% to 3 .02 billion units ~
respectively. Belair's total SOM dropped 10.2% to 1 .24% in 1979, SOM in O
the menthol hi-fi market segment fell 18 .8% to 12 . 5%, Salem Lights SOM in ~
that segment grew 9 .6,% to 37. 8%, total SOM increased 16 . 1% to 3. 6%. W

~

N
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ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES

Year Print Radio

(000)

Nelwork
Television

Spot .
Television

.
Total CPM

.1959 $ 143 $17 --- $ 276 $ 436 ---
1960
1961

1,238
1,019

25
85

$2, 133

2,315
1,894

893
'5,290
4,312

$7 .57
6 .14

1962 --- --- 2,277 82 2,359 1 .04
1963 2 ---- 2,947 746 3,695 .77

. 1964 --- --- 2,362 29&* 2,655 .44
1965 SEE RALEIGII -- RALEIGH and BELAIR expenditures are combined

' from 1965 through 1970 . .

Outdoorl
Year . Newspapers Su s IblaQazines Transit Total

1971 $607 $1,849 $1,389 $3,845
1972 $ 7 $1, 180 2,286 401 3,874

^ .Includes Allocation for Testing .
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